For characterization or discrimination of a 2D-man-face image, it is usually examined a face-outline and features, such as eyes, nose, lip, and etc.
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A standard face-outline is easily obtained by averaging the outline curve function defined in a properly normalized domain. But it is difficult to obtain a standard feature, it has to represent and average displacement of features, moreover, it may be needed to average of their time variations. We represent the correspondence of one image to the other displacement of features as a 2D-warping function using the face-outline curve coordinate system. This coordinate system is spanned by analogues of face-outline curves and arguments around the origin. In this method, the 2D-face image is automatically normalized by the face-curve, and mapped on to the disc. Adaptation of this coordinate system not only saves calculation but also makes easy to determine the warping function.
We describe successive procedures and examine an ability of this method. 
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